Part-level representations are important for robust person re-identification (ReID), but in practice feature quality suffers due to the body part misalignment problem. In this paper, we present a robust, compact, and easy-to-use method called the Multi-task Part-aware Network (MPN), which is designed to extract semantically aligned part-level features from pedestrian images. MPN solves the body part misalignment problem via multi-task learning (MTL) in the training stage. More specifically, it builds one main task (MT) and one auxiliary task (AT) for each body part on the top of the same backbone model. The ATs are equipped with a coarse prior of the body part locations for training images. ATs then transfer the concept of the body parts to the MTs via optimizing the MT parameters to identify part-relevant channels from the backbone model. Concept transfer is accomplished by means of two novel alignment strategies: namely, parameter space alignment via hard parameter sharing and feature space alignment in a class-wise manner. With the aid of the learned high-quality parameters, MTs can independently extract semantically aligned part-level features from relevant channels in the testing stage. MPN has three key advantages: 1) it does not need to conduct body part detection in the inference stage; 2) its model is very compact and efficient for both training and testing; 3) in the training stage, it requires only coarse priors of body part locations, which are easy to obtain. Systematic experiments on four large-scale ReID databases demonstrate that MPN consistently outperforms state-of-the-art approaches by significant margins.
INTRODUCTION
P ERSON re-identification (ReID) is a critical component of modern surveillance systems. The process is aimed at spotting a person of interest, e.g. a missing child or a suspect, across disjoint camera views distributed at different physical locations. Due to the widespread deployment of visual surveillance networks, ReID has recently attracted increasing attention from both academia and industry. Despite this, however, ReID remains a challenging problem; this is largely caused by the dramatic variations in intrapersonal appearance and high inter-personal similarity [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . Accordingly, to enhance the discriminative power of ReID models, a large proportion of the recent literature has explored the learning of part-level representations [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , which incorporate more fine-grained features and reduce the overfitting risk of deep models [18] , [19] .
However, the extraction of high-quality part-level representations is difficult. This is because human body parts are often not semantically aligned across images, meaning that the same spatial position across two images may not correspond to the same body part. As illustrated in Fig. 1 one of the main reasons for this is the error in pedestrian detection, which causes both the position and scale of body parts to vary dramatically in images. Moreover, some body parts, such as arms and legs, are inherently flexible, meaning that their position and shape will change even in cases where the pedestrian detection algorithm works perfectly.
Since the positions of these body parts are variable, one intuitive solution is to detect body parts in the spatial dimension before part-level feature extraction occurs; most existing works adopt this approach [16] , [18] , [19] , [20] . However, body part detection is inherently challenging: interference such as severe image blur, background clutter, and occlusions may cause failures in part detection, thereby degrading the quality of the part-level representations. There have been recent attempts to bypass part detection at the inference stage using teacher-student style training strategies [10] , [21] . The teacher model employs prior information regarding body part locations to guide a separate student model in extracting semantically aligned part-level features from the original image. However, there are two disadvantages to this approach. Firstly, the architecture of the model used for training is complex. Secondly, only the feature space is constrained in a sample-wise manner, with the result that the performance of the student model is sensitive to the robustness of the teacher model.
It is therefore reasonable to seek a robust, compact, and easy-to-use method capable of learning semantically aligned part-level representations. To this end, we propose a Multitask Part-aware Network (MPN) that only slightly increases the time and space complexities of a very basic part-based model [19] for both training and testing. Unlike existing works, MPN extracts part-specific information from a deep backbone model by explicitly regularizing the model parameters to select part-relevant channels via the introduction of inductive bias with multi-task learning (MTL). Global max-pooling on selected channels results in translation-and scale-invariant body part features being obtained. Moreover, as the selected channels for each body part are fixed after training, MPN is naturally robust to various forms of interference such as image blur and background clutter.
One primary contribution of MPN is the way it explicitly learns part-relevant channels. The first challenge is that there is no universally recognized definition of the area for each body part. Moreover, a plain network cannot learn the concept of 'body parts' without any priors. In this paper, we define the body part regions in training images using a method that is coarse but robust and easy to use. In the training stage, MPN includes one main task (MT) and one auxiliary task (AT) for each body part, both of which are built on the same backbone model. Both tasks select body part relevant channels to construct the respective part-level representations for person classification. Their main difference lies in the input feature maps: the inputs of MT are the original feature maps produced by the backbone model, while those for AT are the cropped feature maps according to the coarse part location priors. By sharing all parameters (except for their respective classifiers) of MT and AT for each respective part, MT is regularized to enable the choosing of part-relevant channels. Another noticeable advantage of this strategy is that the obtained model architecture for training is extremely compact.
Implementing the above simple strategy enables MPN to achieve state-of-the-art performance. However, due to the difference between the input feature maps, the sharing parameter alone cannot ensure alignment of the MT and AT feature spaces. Accordingly, to eliminate this discrepancy, we further introduce a novel constraint between MT and AT in the feature space, which is applied in a class-wise rather than a sample-wise manner [10] , [21] . Briefly, we compute the mean representation of each identity in one batch for MT and AT respectively, and then penalize their cosine distance. The motivation behind this is that the prior location of each body part employed by AT is coarse, which degrades the quality of the feature vectors obtained by AT; therefore, a feature space constraint at the class level will statistically be more robust than one at the sample level [10] , [21] .
In the inference stage, all ATs are abandoned and part-level features obtained by MTs are used for ReID. To demonstrate the efficacy of MPN, we conduct extensive experiments on four large-scale benchmark datasets: Market-1501 [22] , DukeMTMC-ReID [23] , CUHK03 [24] , and MSMT17 [25] . The results show that our simple MPN model consistently and significantly outperforms existing approaches with the further advantages of being compact and easy to use.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related works on ReID and MTL are briefly reviewed in Section 2. The MPN model structure and training scheme are described in Section 3. ReID during inference using MPN is introduced in Section 4. Detailed experiments and their analysis are presented in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.
RELATED WORKS
A number of effective approaches have been proposed for ReID [26] . In particular, part-based models have been shown to be effective and have become popular [10] , [18] , [19] . We therefore review the literature on (i) part-based ReID models and (ii) MTL methods for ReID.
Part-based ReID Models
While part-based models are powerful, they suffer from the problem of the semantic misalignment of body parts [18] , [19] . Existing approaches to this problem can be divided into three categories: (i) methods that extract multi-scale features (MSF) to address the body part misalignment problem; (ii) methods that detect body parts in the spatial dimension before part-level feature extraction is performed; and (iii) methods that guide the deep model to learn semantically aligned part-level features via teacher-student training schemes.
MSF-based methods extract part-level features from multi-scale image patches [7] , [17] , [27] . As the patch size increases, the extracted features are less affected by body part misalignment but at the cost of reduced discriminative power. Multi-scale patch features are concatenated as the image representation. However, the dimension of the final representation is high, and the body part misalignment problem is only partly solved.
Body part detection-based methods first detect body parts in the spatial dimension before part-level feature extraction is performed. Most existing works fall into this category. According to the way in which body parts are detected, approaches in this category can be further classified into (i) outside tools-based methods, (ii) spatial attentionbased methods, and (iii) unsupervised methods. Outside tools-based methods rely on outside tools (e.g., pose estimation models [8] , [11] , [28] , [29] and human parsing models [30] ), to provide body part locations during both training and testing. Notable downsides to this approach include the extra computational cost and the low reliability of the outside tools. Spatial attention-based methods can overcome the above problem by inferring the location of body parts directly from feature maps produced by ReID networks [16] , [20] , [31] , [32] . The output of the attention modules can take the form of either rigid bounding boxes [20] or soft spatial masks [16] , [19] , [31] that represent the location of body parts. Attention module parameters are optimized together with the entire ReID network using supervision signals for ReID only, meaning that the parameters of the attention modules lack a direct constraint. Unsupervised methods adopt hand-crafted approaches to locating body parts based on the feature maps of each image [18] , [33] . For example, Yao et al. [18] proposed using K-means clustering to cluster channels based on the locations of maximum response, with individual average pooling of the selected channels for each cluster indicating the location of a body part.
Despite these efforts, however, body part detectionbased methods still face major challenges, because body part detection can fail when the image contains interference such as severe image blur, background clutter, and significant occlusion.
The third category of methods bypass body part detection during inference [10] , [21] . In the training stage, these methods adopt complex model architectures with teacherstudent-style training strategies. As the teacher model is equipped with prior information regarding body part locations, it can extract semantically aligned part-level features. Moreover, through alignment with the teacher model in the feature space, a separate student model without any body part priors is guided to produce similar features. Existing works guide in a sample-wise manner [10] , [21] ; therefore, the quality of guidance is vital. To provide precise guidance, Zhang et al. [10] used a 3D alignment tool to achieve pixellevel semantic alignment of body parts. However, the performance of the outside tool used was restricted by training image quality (e.g., severe image blur), with the result that the obtained body part location priors may not be robust. Therefore, sample-wise guidance between the teacher and student models may be suboptimal for ReID.
Compared with existing works, our proposed approach not only bypasses body part detection during inference, but also has the advantages of compactness, robustness, and ease-of-use both during training and testing. In particular, we here solve the body part misalignment problem from a novel perspective: in short, we explicitly select part-relevant channels from the backbone model by introducing inductive bias with auxiliary tasks.
MTL Methods for ReID
MTL is a commonly used strategy that simultaneously optimizes multiple relevant tasks. These relevant tasks introduce inductive bias, which improves the generalization ability of the main task. Therefore, MTL has been successfully applied in many computer vision tasks. Here we focus on MTL-based approaches for ReID. For a more comprehensive summary of MTL, we direct readers to [34] .
Existing MTL approaches for ReID can be divided into four categories. First, many works combine loss functions for image classification and metric learning to improve the quality of learned pedestrian representations [32] , [35] . Second, other models conduct person ReID and attribute recognition jointly, since these tasks are closely related [36] , [37] , [38] . Third, some recent part-based approaches have generated feature maps for each body part from the output of the same backbone model, regarding ReID based on each body part as an independent task [7] , [18] , [19] . Fourth, body part detection and part-based ReID were integrated into a single model as two parallel tasks during training in [39] . In the testing phase, these two tasks run sequentially for ReID.
In this paper, we employ MTL for a new purpose. Briefly, MTL regularizes the model parameters to select channels relevant to each respective body part, such that the subsequently extracted part-level features are semantically aligned. Moreover, compared with [7] , [10] , [39] , our MTLbased approach is very compact due to its use of hard parameter sharing.
MULTI-TASK PART-AWARE NETWORK
We first introduce the motivation and problem formulation of MPN before presenting the MPN framework and describing each of its key components: namely, the coarse priors of part locations for training images, the part-relevant channel selection via MTL, and the class-wise feature space alignment between the two tasks.
Problem Formulation
Recent works have shown that different channels of a ReID network activate local responses at their corresponding body parts [18] , [40] . In other words, there are correspondences between the channels and body parts, as shown in Fig. 2 . This property has been utilized to detect body parts in the spatial dimension [18] , [39] .
In this paper, we explore this property from a more straightforward perspective. During training, we train a light-weight module, i.e., one 1 × 1 convolutional (Conv) layer, to select and combine relevant channels for each individual body part from the output feature maps of a deep backbone model. Global max-pooling (GMP) on each of the produced channels results in translation-and scale-invariant body part features. The parameters of the 1 × 1 Conv layers are fixed during the inference stage; as a result, part-level features can be robustly extracted without the need for body part detection for each image.
The problem is then reformulated for the identification of the relevant channels for each body part. Unfortunately, a plain deep model cannot automatically learn the concept of body parts without proper guidance. Accordingly, in this section, we propose MPN to solve this problem via MTL.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , MPN in the training stage includes two tasks for each of K body parts: one main task (MT) and one auxiliary task (AT). The K ATs are equipped with the coarse prior of the body part locations in the training images; as a result, they can provide inductive bias assisting the MTs to select the relevant channels for each body part. In the inference stage, ATs are removed, and only the MTs are used to extract part-level representations. We next introduce each of the key components of MPN. 
Coarse Prior of Body Part Locations
The prior of body part locations for training images provides the network with the concept of body parts. Body parts can be represented as size-fixed strips [7] , [27] , sizevaried bounding boxes [18] , or even a group of pixels of irregular shape [10] . We here adopt the strip-based representation, which is coarse but robust. The prior is generated based on two existing tools: one for human parsing [41] and another for human segmentation [42] .
As explained in Fig. 4 (a-b), the former tool segments and distinguishes a set of pre-defined body parts, but ignores discriminative accessories (e.g., backpacks) and undefined body parts (e.g., necks). The latter segments the human body with accessories as a whole, thereby losing partspecific information. As shown in Fig. 4 (c-d), each of them may fail; however, the chance that they both fail for the same image (e.g., Fig. 4 (e)) is small. Therefore, the two tools are complementary.
Given one training image, we propose the following pipeline to combine the outputs of both tools, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . First, we examine whether both the head and at least one leg are present in the parsing map by counting their respective numbers of pixels. Second, if both are present, we obtain a more reliable mask of the human body via the union of both segmentation maps. Third, the mask is resized to the size of the feature maps produced by the backbone model (i.e., 24 × 8 in our implementation). We then binarize and dilate the resized mask via a 1 × 2 kernel, thus further reducing the impact of errors on human segmentation.
Similar to [42] , the influence of background clutter is reduced through the use of the final mask M. In contrast to [42] , we also obtain the upper and lower boundaries of the human body in the mask. These two boundaries define the region of interest (ROI) of the human body. The uniform division between the two boundaries in the vertical direction indicates the coarse location of K body parts. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4 (d-f), either the head or both legs may be absent in a small number of low-quality images; under these circumstances, we cannot obtain the precise upper or lower boundary. In these cases, we divide the entire image evenly in the vertical direction to estimate the coarse locations of the K body parts.
Channel Selection via Parameter Space Alignment
In this subsection, we explain how MPN solves the partrelevant channel selection problem for MTs via parameter space alignment between each MT-AT pair during training. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the MT and AT for each body part are built on the same backbone model, i.e., ResNet-50 [43] , and both extract part-relevant channels to construct partlevel representations for ReID. Following [19] , we remove the last spatial down-sampling operation of ResNet-50 to increase the size of the output feature maps. These feature maps are denoted as F for simplicity below.
All MT and AT model structures are similar. Taking one MT as an example, it incorporates one 1 × 1 Conv layer, one GMP layer, one optional channel attention (CA) module [44] , another 1 × 1 Conv layer, and one fully connected (FC) layer for classification. Each Conv layer is followed by one batch normalization (BN) [45] layer and one ReLU layer [46] by default. The dimension of both Conv layers is set as 512. Moreover, the configuration of the CA module is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 6 . The loss functions for the MTs and ATs will be introduced in Sec. 3.4.
The first Conv layer selects part-relevant channels from F. The degree of relevance is determined by the entire training set; therefore, it may not be optimal for each individual image. GMP transforms the feature maps into one feature vector, the elements of which are robust to the translation of body parts. The feature vector is fed into the CA module, which overcomes the problem of the first Conv layer by recalibrating each channel according to its importance in each specific image. The downside of using CA is that it increases the degree of model complexity; therefore, we consider this module optional in our model. The second Conv layer projects the feature vector to a more discriminative space.
The main difference between the MT and AT of one body part has to do with their inputs. The input of MT is the original F, which means that the MT itself contains no cues for use in identifying part-relevant channels. In comparison, we process F to obtain the part-specific feature maps P k (1 ≤ k ≤ K), which are the input of the k-th AT. This procedure includes three steps, which are illustrated in element-wise manner, reducing the impact of background clutter. Second, the portion of feature maps within the upper and lower boundaries are resized to the original size of F via bilinear interpolation; this step corrects errors in pedestrian detection. Finally, the uniform division of the resized feature maps in the vertical direction produces K part-specific feature maps. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , channels in F activate local responses at their corresponding body parts. This means that only relevant channels have high responses in P k following the division operation; therefore, it is much easier to optimize the first Conv layer of AT than it is to optimize MT. The parameters of this layer can create inductive bias, assisting MT in selecting part-relevant channels. We propose to utilize this inductive bias by simply sharing the parameters of the first 1 × 1 Conv layer between each MT-AT pair. This process is applied to each channel of F, respectively.
However, sharing parameters for channel selection alone cannot ensure that only the part-relevant channels will be selected for MT, because MT itself contains no cues for partrelevant channel selection. When MT and AT optimize the shared Conv layer together, irrelevant channels may also be selected. This means that there is a gap between the features extracted by MT and those extracted by AT. To resolve this problem, we apply stronger regularization by further sharing the parameters of the CA module and the second 1 × 1 Conv layer between MT and AT, respectively. By sharing parameters of each respective layer, we implicitly require that its input feature vectors from MT and AT will be similar for each image. This constraint, in turn, regularizes the first 1 × 1 Conv layer to select part-relevant channels. Fig. 6 : Structure of the adopted channel attention (CA) module [44] . The items in each bracket denote the number of filters, kernel size, and stride, respectively. Each Conv layer is followed by a BN layer by default.
In conclusion, MPN shares the parameters of the two Conv layers and the CA module between each MT-AT pair, respectively. We refer to this hard parameter sharing strategy as parameter space alignment. Parameter space alignment forces the first 1 × 1 Conv layer to select part-relevant channels for ReID purposes. In other words, MT is regularized to extract semantically aligned part-level representations. Compared to existing works [10] , [21] , one important advantage of hard parameter sharing is that it makes the MPN architecture very compact in the training stage. During testing, all ATs are removed, meaning that MPN is free from body part detection after training is complete.
Respective Loss Functions for MTs and ATs
We employ two popular loss functions to train MTs and ATs. First, we attach one softmax loss function to the classification layer of each MT and AT, respectively:
where N denotes batch size. f l k and z l k represent the feature vectors extracted from the k-th part of the l-th image by MTs and ATs, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , these feature vectors are the outputs of the second Conv layer of MTs and ATs, respectively. L sof tmax stands for the softmax loss function.
The K part-level features extracted by MTs are concatenated as the holistic representation h of one image:
(
We then apply the triplet loss [47] to ensure that the distance between the representations of intra-class image pairs is smaller than that of the inter-class image pairs. To ensure that sufficient triplets are sampled, we randomly choose A images in each of S random subjects to create a mini-batch. We follow the BatchHard strategy used in [47] to sample the triplets. The triplet loss can be formulated as
where {h a i , h p i , h n j } compose a triplet. The anchor and positive images are sampled from the i-th subject, while the negative image is sampled from the j-th subject. α denotes the margin of the triplet constraint and N T represents the number of triplets in a batch that violate the triplet constraint [47] .
[ * ] + = max(0, * ) is the hinge loss. D (h a i , h p i ) and D h a i , h n j denote the cosine distance between two feature vectors. For example,
Note that ATs are removed during testing; therefore, we do not apply the triplet loss to the features extracted by ATs.
Feature Space Alignment between MTs and ATs
The above MTL strategy enables MPN to achieve strong performance. However, due to the difference between the input feature maps of each MT-AT pair, a gap still exists between the features extracted by MTs and ATs. Accordingly, to bridge this discrepancy, we propose the following method to align their features in a class-wise manner.
First, the K part-level features extracted by ATs are concatenated to form another holistic representation g of one image:
Second, we calculate the mean representations for each subject in one batch:
and,
Finally, we penalize the cosine distance between h i and g i :
Our class-wise feature alignment strategy can be contrasted with the sample-wise feature alignment approaches in recent works [10] , [21] . For example, consider the approach adopted in [21] :
Compared with L CF , L SF imposes a stronger constraint, as it requires that the distance between each pair of h a i and g a i should be minimized. This requirement is reasonable when the quality of g a i is very high; in practice, however, the quality of g a i is limited due to errors in the body part location priors. First, the outside tools adopted in this paper and in [10] may fail for low-quality pedestrian images. Second, the prior that we employ in Sec. 3.2 is coarse. The uniform division operation on the human body presented in Fig. 5(b) cannot account for the movement of flexible body parts (e.g., the arms and legs).
Therefore, L CF is a more robust constraint. By penalizing the distance between the class-wise mean representations of MTs and ATs, L CF becomes less vulnerable to errors in body part location priors. In the experimental section, we will demonstrate that L CF outperforms both constraints proposed in [10] , [21] .
PERSON REID VIA MPN
In the training stage, the overall objective function of MPN can be formulated as follows:
where λ is a weight term.
In the testing stage, all ATs are removed. We employ h in Eq. 2 as the representation of one image. We consistently adopt the cosine metric to measure the similarity ρ between two representations h 1 and h 2 :
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments on four publicly available large-scale benchmark datasets: Market-1501 [22] , DukeMTMC-ReID [23] , CUHK03 [24] , and MSMT17 [25] . We follow the official evaluation protocols for each of these databases and further adopt both Rank-1 accuracy and mean Average Precision (mAP) as evaluation metrics for all benchmarks.
The Market-1501 database [22] consists of 32,668 pedestrian images captured by six cameras of 1,501 identities. The Deformable Part Model (DPM) [48] is employed to detect bounding boxes for these pedestrians. Market-1501 is divided into a training set and a testing set: the former includes 12,936 images of 751 identities, while the latter comprises images of the remaining 750 identities. Moreover, the testing set is further split into a gallery set and a query set, which contain 19,732 and 3,368 images, respectively.
The DukeMTMC-ReID database [23] contains 36,441 pedestrian images of 1,404 identities. The images were captured by eight high-resolution cameras. A total of 16,522 images of 702 identities make up the training set, while images of the other 702 identities make up the testing set. The testing set is further split into a gallery set, containing 17,661 images, and a query set, containing the remaining 2,268 images.
The CUHK03 database [24] consists of 14,097 pedestrian images of 1,467 identities. The images were captured by two disjoint cameras. The bounding boxes of pedestrians in CUHK03 are obtained by means of two methods, namely human annotation and DPM detection. We report results using each of these two types of bounding boxes. We adopt the training/testing splitting protocol proposed in [49] . In this protocol, images of 767 identities are used for training, while images of the remaining 700 identities are utilized for testing.
The MSMT17 database [25] contains 126,441 pedestrian images of 4,101 identities in total. This dataset was collected by a camera network comprising 12 outdoor cameras and three indoor ones. Faster R-CNN [50] is used for pedestrian detection. MSMT17 is split into a training set, containing 32,621 images of 1,041 identities, and a testing set, consisting of 93,820 images of 3,060 identities. Furthermore, the testing set is randomly divided into a gallery set and a query set, which consist of 82,161 and 11,659 images respectively. Compared with the above datasets, MSMT17 is more challenging, because its scale is larger and it includes more complex background and illumination changes.
Implementation Details
Firstly, all images in the above four databases are resized to 384 × 128 pixels. Example images can be found in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . Data augmentation is utilized to reduce overfitting in the training stage. First, offline translation [51] is adopted to enlarge each training set by a factor of five. Second, random erasing [52] and horizontal flipping with a ratio of 0.5 are utilized for online augmentation. We set S as 6 and A as 8 to construct a mini-batch; thus, the batch size is 48.
There are only a few hyper-parameters for MPN. Following existing works, we set K as 6 [19] . α and λ are consistently set to 0.2 and 1 respectively for the sake of simplicity. The PyTorch framework is used for implementation. The standard stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer, with a weight decay of 5 × 10 −4 , is utilized for model optimization. The momentum [53] value is set as 0.9. The parameters of MPN are initialized from those of the IDE model [54] trained on each respective database; subsequently, MPN is trained in an end-to-end fashion for 70 epochs. The learning rate is initially set to 0.01, then multiplied by 0.1 for every 20 epochs.
Ablation Study
In the following, we systematically investigate the effectiveness of each key component of MPN: namely, MTL structure, along with the parameter and feature space alignment between each MT-AT pair, respectively. Experiments are conducted on three popular databases: Market-1501, DukeMTMC-ReID, and CUHK03. Results are summarized in Table 1 .
Effectiveness of Naïve Multi-task Learning
We first evaluate the performance of one naïve MTL approach. In this approach, both parameter and feature space alignments are removed from MPN. To facilitate a clean comparison, the models in this experiment are not equipped with the CA module for either MTs or ATs. The other details of the model architecture and training strategy remain the same as those in MPN. We compare its performance with two basic methods.
The first method is similar to the popular Part-based Convolutional Baseline (PCB) approach [19] . In this method, only ATs are reserved in MPN for both the training and the testing stages. Following [19] , F is uniformly divided into K horizontal stripes, which are used as the input of ATs. Accordingly, this method is incapable of handling the body part misalignment problem. Moreover, to facilitate fair comparison with the naïve MTL approach, we also concatenate the K part-level features produced by ATs and add triplet loss in the training stage. In the testing stage, the concatenated part-level features are used as the representation of one image. This method is employed as the baseline in this paper.
In the second method, only MTs are reserved in both training and testing stages; thus, there is no guidance for MTs to learn part-specific representations. The other details remain the same as MPN. This method is denoted as MT Only in Table 1 .
From the comparison results in Table 1 , it can be seen that MT Only outperforms the baseline approach. This may be because MT Only is not affected by the body part misalignment problem in the spatial dimension. Moreover, the naïve MTL approach consistently outperforms both basic methods; this is because ATs can regularize the backbone model in order to learn more diverse local features in F [18] , which both relieves the overfitting problem and enables MTs to extract stronger representations. The above results verify the effectiveness of the naïve MTL structure.
Effectiveness of Parameter Space Alignment
In this experiment, feature space alignment is removed from MPN, and the effectiveness of hard parameter sharing for parameter space alignment is evaluated. The CA modules are removed to facilitate clean comparison (in a similar way to the above experiment). In Table 1 , C1-S and C2-S denote whether the parameters of the first and the second 1 × 1 Conv layer are shared between each MT-AT pair, respectively. Experimental results in Table 1 demonstrate that both C1-S and C2-S can further improve the performance of naïve MTL by a considerable margin. For example, C1-S outperforms the naïve MTL in terms of Rank-1 accuracy by 0.9%, 1.7%, 5.6%, and 4.1% on each database in Table 1 , respectively. Moreover, performance promotion via C1-S is more significant than that achieved by C2-S. The above results verify the importance of sharing the first 1 × 1 Conv layer between each MT-AT pair for part-relevant channel selection.
Finally, by sharing both 1 × 1 Conv layers, stronger performance is consistently achieved on all databases; this indicates that C1-S and C2-S are complementary. Compared with the baseline approach, MTL with parameter space alignment achieves significantly better performance. In particular, the mAP is promoted by 4.3%, 3.5%, 10.4%, and 8.2% respectively on each database in Table 1 . The above experimental results justify the effectiveness of parameter space alignment for part-aware ReID.
Effectiveness of Feature Space Alignment
In this experiment, parameter space alignment is removed from MPN so that we can investigate the effectiveness of the proposed class-wise feature alignment strategy (abbreviated as CF in Table 1 ). All CA modules are removed from MPN to facilitate clean comparison. As shown in Table 1 , MTL with feature space alignment consistently outperforms the baseline approach by a large margin: in brief, Rank-1 accuracy is improved by 1.3%, 2.3%, 10.1%, and 7.0%, while mAP is also promoted by 3.9%, 3.3%, 10.2%, and 7.8% on each benchmark, respectively. These experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed feature space alignment method.
Combination of Parameter and Feature Space Alignments
The next step is to combine the parameter and feature space alignments together. Again, to ensure fair comparison with the above results, we test the performance of MPN without the CA modules (denoted as MPN o in Table 1 ). As shown in Table 1 , MPN o consistently outperforms all models in the above experiments; this indicates that parameter and feature space alignments work in a complementary fashion to help MTs learn semantically aligned part-level features. The performance achieved by MPN o is significantly higher than that obtained using the baseline approach. For example, MPN o outperforms the baseline approach by 4.8%, 4.2%, 11.7%, and 9.0%, respectively, in terms of mAP on each dataset in Table 1 . It is worth noting that MPN o is both powerful and compact. Compared with the baseline model, moreover, MPN o has more parameters only on the extra classification layers of ATs in the training stage. In the testing stage, the number of parameters for MPN o and the baseline is exactly the same.
Finally, we equip MPN o with CA modules; this is denoted as MPN in Table 1 . In our implementation, we share the parameters of the CA module for each MT-AT pair, respectively. Experimental results indicate that implementation of the CA modules results in the consistently improved performance of MPN on all four databases. This is because the role of the CA modules is complementary to that of the first 1 × 1 Conv layers in MTs, as explained in Sec. 3.3.
Visualization of Attention Maps for MTs
We further support the above experimental results by visualizing the attention maps for each of the K classifiers' prediction using Grad-CAM [55] . Three representative models in Table 1 are compared: the baseline, naïve MTL, and MPN. The attention maps on one pedestrian image with a misalignment problem are illustrated in Fig. 7 .
The following observations can be made. First, attention maps for the baseline model are not reasonable for the image in Fig. 7 . For example, attention for the first classifier focuses on the background area. This is because the uniform division operation on the feature maps brings about the semantic misalignment problem for the K classifiers. Second, in the absence of any guidance, the K attention maps for the naïve MTL approach are very similar, which means it lacks diversity for the features extracted by the K MTs in the naïve MTL model. Third, with the guidance of the proposed dual alignment strategies, MPN can learn reasonable spatial localization of body parts; therefore, part-level features extracted by MPN are well aligned in semantics.
Furthermore, in Fig. 8 , we visualize the attention maps for each MT's classifier of MPN on more images. It can thereby be seen that the attention maps are both reasonable and semantically consistent when faced with various types of challenges, e.g. errors in pedestrian detection ( Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b ), dramatic pose variations (Fig. 8c) , background clutter and occlusion (Fig. 8d) . The above visualizations prove that MPN can extract semantically aligned part-level features in a robust manner.
Comparisons with Variants of MPN
We now compare the performance of MPN with some of its possible variants. In the interests of efficient evaluation, experiments are conducted on the Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-ReID databases only. Moreover, models in this subsection are not equipped with the CA modules to facilitate clean comparison.
Comparisons with Variants of the Prior Information
We compare the performance of the proposed priors of body part locations in Sec. 3.2 with two possible variants, namely Uniform Division and ROI Resize. The other implementation details of MPN are kept the same for the different priors. Uniform Division means that F of each training image is uniformly divided into K horizontal stripes, which form the input of ATs. For ROI Resize, the element-wise multiplication step in Fig. 5(b) is skipped, while the other operations remain the same as those in Fig. 5 . We also compare with the MT Only approach in Table 1 , which adopts no prior information of body part locations.
Results of the comparison are presented in Table 2 . From the table, it can be seen that with any prior in Table 2 , MPN significantly outperforms the models that adopt no prior information. Interestingly, the coarse prior of Uniform Division also brings about a noticeable improvement. This occurs for two main reasons. First, the pedestrian detection error for most training images is slight or moderate; as a result, Uniform Division produces good priors for the well-aligned training images. Second, the two alignment strategies in MPN are robust to errors in the priors. The above analysis indicates that MPN can work well with coarse priors, which are easy to obtain in practice.
We can also observe that the more accurate the prior, the better the performance. For example, ROI Resize rescales the human body to a canonical size and position. As it thereby corrects the majority of misalignment errors, it achieves better performance than Uniform Division. Moreover, the element-wise multiplication operation in Fig. 5 suppresses the background clutter around body parts, meaning that it is also helpful in promoting the performance of MPN.
Comparisons with Variant for Parameter Space Alignment
We constrain the parameter space of MTs via hard parameter sharing with ATs. This strategy results in a compact and efficient model in the training stage. One natural alternative is soft parameter sharing [34] , which constrains the parameters between each MT-AT pair to be similar rather than identical. To facilitate clean comparison, we compare their performance on one of the two 1 × 1 Conv layers each time and do not apply any constraints to the other layer. Constraints in the feature space are also removed. For soft parameter sharing, we utilize the L2 loss to penalize the distance between the parameters of each MT-AT pair, respectively. Four representative values (i.e., 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10) are used as the weights for the L2 loss, respectively. By contrast, hard parameter sharing does not include hyperparameters.
Results of the comparison are illustrated in Fig. 9 . It is shown that hard parameter sharing consistently outperforms soft parameter sharing on each of the two 1 × 1 Conv layers. Taking the experiments on the first 1 × 1 Conv layer as an example, hard parameter sharing outperforms the best performance of soft parameter sharing by 0.4%/0.3% on Market-1501 and 0.3%/0.4% on DukeMTMC-ReID in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and mAP, respectively. The above experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of hard parameter sharing for parameter space alignment in MPN.
Comparisons with Variants for Feature Space Alignment
The next step is to compare the proposed class-wise feature space alignment method with some possible variants. To facilitate clean comparison, constraints on the MPN parameter space are removed, although the other implementation details of MPN remain the same. Three variants are considered: batch-wise constraint, sample-wise constraint in Eq. 9, and sample-wise constraint in [10] . Each type of constraint is applied to the concatenated features of K body parts, respectively. The batch-wise constraint penalizes the cosine distance of the mean representations of the complete batch between MTs and ATs, ignoring the label information; this is similar to the popular Maximum Mean Discrepancies (MMD) approach [56] to domain adaptation. The second type of sample-wise constraint is realized according to the descriptions in [10] : in brief, we sum the features h and g in an element-wise manner for each image, then apply the triplet loss to the summed features rather than to h only. 
岳 90 t-----------------『-· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-r-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ! ------mAP 一· 一 · 一· 一· 一 · 一· 一· 一· 一 · 一· 一· 一 · 一· 一· 一· 一 · 一 1一·一 · 一· 一· 一· 一 · 一· 一· 一 · 一 · 一· 一· 一 · 一· 一· 一· 一 · 一 Results of the comparison are tabulated in Table 3 . We can make the following observations. First, all four types of constraints can promote the performance of the naïve MTL model that adopts no constraint between MTs and ATs; this indicates that alignment in the feature space can robustly promote the quality of the representations of MTs. Second, the batch-wise constraint is inferior to both the sample-wise constraints and the proposed class-wise constraint. This is because the batch-wise constraint is not discriminative, as it neglects the labels of the samples. Third, the proposed classwise constraint achieves the best performance. In particular, it outperforms both sample-wise constraints. We can thus speculate that the quality of the representations of ATs is limited due to the errors in the prior of the body part locations. Therefore, sample-wise constraints are rigid. By contrast, the class-wise constraint is more robust to these errors via the averaging operation on samples for each class, with the result that it achieves the best performance in Table 3 .
Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare the performance of MPN with state-ofthe-art methods on four large-scale benchmark datasets: Market-1501 [22] , DukeMTMC-ReID [23] , CUHK03 [24] , and MSMT17 [25] . According to the properties of the features, methods in this subsection are divided into three groups: holistic feature-based methods, single-scale part featurebased methods, and multi-scale feature-based methods. In the following, these are abbreviated as HF-, SPF-, and MSFbased methods, respectively. The proposed MPN model belongs to the category of SPF-based methods.
Performance Comparisons on Market-1501
Comparison results are tabulated in Table 4 . The following observations can be made. First, MPN outperforms all stateof-the-art approaches in terms of both Rank-1 accuracy and mAP. In particular, with the same backbone model (i.e. ResNet-50), MPN outperforms the DSA-Local(Single) [10] approach by 2.3% (96.3%-94.0%) in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and 6.2% (89.4%-83.2%) in terms of mAP under the singlequery mode. Moreover, there are another two important advantages of MPN: 1) its model in the training stage is much more compact than that of DSA; 2) MPN requires only coarse priors, which are easy to obtain, while DSA depends on fine-grained 3D priors. This comparison justifies the effectiveness of the parameter and feature space alignment strategies utilized in MPN.
Second, with single-scale part features, MPN outperforms all existing MSF-based approaches [7] , [10] , [17] , [27] . Multi-scale features are usually adopted to mitigate the problem of body part misalignment [7] , [17] , [27] . This comparison indicates that features extracted via MPN have been semantically well-aligned and are therefore powerful.
Third, some recent HF-based methods also achieve competitive performance by enhancing the representation power of the backbone models [57] , [58] , [59] , [60] . For example, IANet [59] and RGA-SC [57] insert attention modules into the backbone model that highlight body-relevant information. The contributions of IANet [59] and RGA-SC [57] are complementary to that in this paper. Therefore, we also equip the backbone of MPN with the spatial attention module in [57] . Hyper-parameters of the attention module are kept the same as in the original paper. The combined model is denoted as MPN * in Table 4 . It can be seen that the performance of MPN is further promoted.
Performance Comparisons on DukeMTMC-ReID
Comparison results on the DukeMTMC-ReID database are summarized in Table 5 . From the table, it can be seen that MPN outperforms all other SPF-based methods by significant margins. For example, MPN beats the PCB+RPP method [70] that adopt the same backbone model (i.e. ResNet-50) by 7.0% (91.5%-84.5%) in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and 10.5% (82.0%-71.5%) in terms of mAP. It also outperforms one of the most recent HF-based methods, i.e. BDB+Cut [60] , by 2.5% and 6.0% respectively in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and mAP. Moreover, even when compared with one complex MSF-based method [27] , MPN still achieves a large performance improvement margin as high as 2.5% and 3.0% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and mAP, respectively.
The above comparison results are consistent with those obtained on the Market-1501 database. These experimental results justify the proposed methods' effectiveness at solving the body part misalignment problem for ReID. 
Performance Comparisons on CUHK03
We next compare the performance of MPN with that of the state-of-the-art approaches on the CUHK03 database.
Results of this comparison are presented in Table 6 . Both manually labelled and auto-detected bounding boxes are employed for evaluation. Results show that MPN still outperforms all other methods in Table 6 by large margins. In particular, it outperforms the PCB+RPP approach [70] , which is based on the same backbone model, by 19 .7% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and 21.6% in terms of mAP. Note that another advantage of MPN relative to PCB+RPP is that MPN can be trained with the standard end-to-end strategy in a single stage; by contrast, PCB+RPP depends on a four-stage training scheme, as its PCB and RPP modules have to be optimized sequentially [70] . MPN also outperforms another two most recent SPF-based approaches [72] , [73] that adopt more powerful backbone models. Furthermore, when compared with one of the most recent MSF-based methods (i.e. Pyramid [27] ), MPN still exhibits a clear advantage. In brief, its Rank-1 accuracy is higher than that of Pyramid by 4.5% and 6.1% on CUHK03-Detected and CUHK03-Labeled data, respectively. The above comparisons justify the effectiveness of MPN.
Performance Comparisons on MSMT17
Finally, we evaluate the performance of MPN on the MSMT17 database, which features complex background and illumination changes. As MSMT17 was released only relatively recently, only a few works have conducted experiments on this database. We compare the performance of MPN with these methods in Table 7 . In this table, we merge the SPF-and MSF-based methods into one category, which is named 'Part-based methods'.
Experimental results demonstrate that MPN outperforms all other methods by significant margins, which is consistent with the experimental results on the first three databases. For example, MPN outperforms one of the most recent methods, i.e. OSNet [58] , by 4.8% and 9.8% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy and mAP, respectively. The above compar- isons justify the effectiveness of MPN for pedestrian images in more complex scenes.
Comparisons of Model Complexity
In this experiment, we demonstrate that MPN not only achieves superior performance in terms of ReID accuracy, but also offers advantages in terms of both its time and space complexities. Four powerful part-based approaches are compared: PCB [19] , MGN [7] , Pyramid [27] , and DSA-reID [10] . All four of these models adopt the ResNet-50 backbone model, meaning that they are directly comparable.
To further facilitate fair comparison, input images for all the five models are resized to 384 × 128 pixels. Batch sizes of all methods are also unified. Moreover, the number of parameters for classification layers in the training stage depends on the identity number of each database; therefore, their parameters are not taken into account for all models.
Since the CA modules are optional for MPN, we here test the model complexity of MPN o . It is worth noting that MPN o also consistently outperforms all other models in terms of ReID accuracy, as shown in Table 1 . Comparisons are conducted on a Titan V GPU, and results are summarized in Table 8 . The time cost in Table 8 refers to the average time required to process one image.
We can thus make the following observations. First, the time cost of MPN o is only slightly higher than that of a very basic part-based model, i.e. PCB [19] . Moreover, the time cost of MPN o is lower than that of [7] , [10] , [27] in both the training and testing stages. Second, except for the classification layers, the number of parameters for MPN o is the same at both the training and testing stages; by contrast, the model size of DSA-reID [10] in the training stage is significantly larger than that in the testing stage. Third, compared with [19] , [27] (the models of which are also compact in the training stage), MPN o solves the body part misalignment problem more effectively. In fact, MPN o has more parameters than [19] , [27] as it adopts more 1×1 Conv layers, which are computationally very efficient in practice. Accordingly, the above comparisons demonstrate that the proposed MPN model is both compact and efficient.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a robust, compact, and easy-touse model, named Multi-task Part-aware Network (MPN), to extract semantically aligned part-level representations. In the training stage, MPN includes one main task (MT) and one auxiliary task (AT) for each body part. We equip ATs with a coarse prior of body part locations for training images, and further propose a dual alignment mechanism, i.e. parameter and feature space alignments, to guide the MTs in learning high-quality parameters for part-level feature extraction. In the testing stage, the ATs are removed, and only MTs are saved for feature extraction; therefore, MPN is freed from body part detection during inference. Due to the innovations of our design, the time and space complexities of MPN are only slightly increased relative to a very basic part-based model [19] at both the training and testing stages. At the training stage, MPN is also robust to coarse priors, which are very easy to obtain. Moreover, comparisons on four large-scale ReID databases demonstrate that MPN significantly outperforms existing approaches at a relatively small computational cost. Therefore, MPN can be surmised to be both powerful and easily applicable to practical ReID applications.
